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This book constitutes the proceedings of the 20th Brazilian Symposium on
Progamming Languages, SBLP 2016, held in Maringá, Brazil, in September
2016. The 12 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 26 submissions. They deal with fundamental principles and
innovations in the design and implementation of programming languages and
systems.
The two-volume set LNCS 7609 and 7610 constitutes the thoroughly refereed
proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on Leveraging Applications of
Formal Methods, Verification and Validation, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece, in
October 2012. The two volumes contain papers presented in the topical sections
on adaptable and evolving software for eternal systems, approaches for
mastering change, runtime verification: the application perspective, model-based
testing and model inference, learning techniques for software verification and
validation, LearnLib tutorial: from finite automata to register interface programs,
RERS grey-box challenge 2012, Linux driver verification, bioscientific data
processing and modeling, process and data integration in the networked
healthcare, timing constraints: theory meets practice, formal methods for the
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development and certification of X-by-wire control systems, quantitative
modelling and analysis, software aspects of robotic systems, process-oriented
geoinformation systems and applications, handling heterogeneity in formal
development of HW and SW Systems.
"This book provides the research and instruction used to develop and implement
software quickly, in small iteration cycles, and in close cooperation with the
customer in an adaptive way, making it possible to react to changes set by the
constant changing business environment. It presents four values explaining
extreme programming (XP), the most widely adopted agile
methodology"--Provided by publisher.
This book features extended versions of selected papers that were presented
and discussed at the 7th International Doctoral Symposium on Applied
Computation and Security Systems (ACSS 2020), held in Kolkata, India, on
February 28–29, 2020. Organized by the Departments of Computer Science &
Engineering and A. K. Choudhury School of Information Technology at the
University of Calcutta, the symposium’s international partners were Ca' Foscari
University of Venice, Italy, and Bialystok University of Technology, Poland. The
topics covered include biometrics, image processing, pattern recognition,
algorithms, cloud computing, wireless sensor networks, and security systems,
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reflecting the various symposium sessions.
This book – inspired by two ECOOP workshops on exception handling - is
composed of five parts; the first four address exception handling and related
topics in the context of programming languages, concurrency and operating
systems, pervasive computing systems, and requirements and specifications.
The last part offers case studies, experimentation and qualitative comparisons.
The 16 coherently written chapters by leading researchers review a wide range of
issues in exception handling.
\My tailor is Object-Oriented". Most software systems that have been built - cently
are claimed to be Object-Oriented. Even older software systems that are still in
commercial use have been upgraded with some OO ?avors. The range of areas
where OO can be viewed as a \must-have" feature seems to be as large as the
number of elds in computer science. If we stick to one of the original views of
OO, that is, to create cost-e ective software solutions through modeling ph- ical
abstractions, the application of OO to any eld of computer science does indeed
make sense. There are OO programming languages, OO operating s- tems, OO
databases, OO speci cations, OO methodologies, etc. So what does a
conference on Object-Oriented Programming really mean? I honestly don’t
know. What I do know is that, since its creation in 1987, ECOOP has been
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attracting a large number of contributions, and ECOOP conferences have ended
up with high-quality technical programs, featuring interesting mixtures of theory
and practice. Among the 183 initial submissions to ECOOP’99, 20 papers were
selected for inclusion in the technical program of the conference. Every paper
was reviewed by three to ve referees. The selection of papers was carried out
during a t- day program committee meeting at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology in Lausanne. Papers were judged according to their originality,
presentation qu- ity, and relevance to the conference topics.
Today’s embedded devices and sensor networks are becoming more and more
sophisticated, requiring more efficient and highly flexible compilers. Engineers
are discovering that many of the compilers in use today are ill-suited to meet the
demands of more advanced computer architectures. Updated to include the
latest techniques, The Compiler Design Handbook, Second Edition offers a
unique opportunity for designers and researchers to update their knowledge,
refine their skills, and prepare for emerging innovations. The completely revised
handbook includes 14 new chapters addressing topics such as worst case
execution time estimation, garbage collection, and energy aware compilation.
The editors take special care to consider the growing proliferation of embedded
devices, as well as the need for efficient techniques to debug faulty code. New
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contributors provide additional insight to chapters on register allocation, software
pipelining, instruction scheduling, and type systems. Written by top researchers
and designers from around the world, The Compiler Design Handbook, Second
Edition gives designers the opportunity to incorporate and develop innovative
techniques for optimization and code generation.
This book constitutes thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the
workshops of the 16th International Conference on Parallel Computing, Euro-Par
2010, held in Ischia, Italy, in August/September 2010. The papers of these 9
workshops HeteroPar, HPCC, HiBB, CoreGrid, UCHPC, HPCF, PROPER, CCPI,
and VHPC focus on promotion and advancement of all aspects of parallel and
distributed computing.
This proceedings book contains 37 papers selected from the submissions to the 6th
International Conference on Computer Science, Applied Mathematics and Applications
(ICCSAMA 2019), which was held on 19–20 December, 2019, in Hanoi, Vietnam. The book
covers theoretical and algorithmic as well as practical issues connected with several domains
of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, especially Optimization and Data Science.
The content is divided into four major sections: Nonconvex Optimization, DC Programming &
DCA, and Applications; Data Mining and Data Processing; Machine Learning Methods and
Applications; and Knowledge Information and Engineering Systems. Researchers and
practitioners in related areas will find a wealth of inspiring ideas and useful tools & techniques
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for their own work.
Welcome to the proceedings of ECOOP 2009! Thanks to the local organizersfor working hard
on arranging the conference — with the hard work they put in, it was a great success. Thanks to
Sophia Drossopoulou for her dedicated work as PC Chair in assembling a ?ne scienti?c
program including forward-looking keynotes, and for her e?orts to reduce the environmental
impact of the PC meeting by replacing a physical meeting with a virtual meeting. I would also
like to thank James Noble for taking the time and e?ort to write up last year’s banquet speech
so that it could be included in this year’s proceedings. One of the strong features of ECOOPis
the two days of workshopspreceding
themainconferencethatallowsintenseinteractionbetweenparticipants.Thanks to all workshop
organizers. Lastyear’ssuccessfulsummerschooltutorialswerefollowedupthisyearwith seven
interesting tutorials. Thanks to the organizers and speakers. This year’s Dahl-Nygaard award
honored yet another pioneer in the ?eld, namely, David Ungar for his contributions
includingSelf. I appreciate his e?orts in providing us with an excellent award talk. The world is
changing and so is ECOOP. Please contemplate my short note on the following pages entitled
On Future Trends for ECOOP.
Papers from a November 2001 workshop present the work of researchers and practitioners
working on theory, techniques, and applications that concern analysis and manipulation of the
source code of computer systems. Specific topics include application maintenance using
software agents, a source-to-source compiler for generating dependable software, detecting
dead statements for concurrent programs, finding code on the World Wide Web, and
identifying clones in the Linux Kernel. Other subjects include measurement and analysis of
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runtime profiling data for Java programs, preserving the documentary structure of source code
in language-based transformation tools, and type infeasible call chains. This work lacks a
subject index. c. Book News Inc.
Research on real-time Java technology has been prolific over the past decade, leading to a
large number of corresponding hardware and software solutions, and frameworks for
distributed and embedded real-time Java systems. This book is aimed primarily at researchers
in real-time embedded systems, particularly those who wish to understand the current state of
the art in using Java in this domain. Much of the work in real-time distributed, embedded and
real-time Java has focused on the Real-time Specification for Java (RTSJ) as the underlying
base technology, and consequently many of the Chapters in this book address issues with, or
solve problems using, this framework. Describes innovative techniques in: scheduling, memory
management, quality of service and communication systems supporting real-time Java
applications; Includes coverage of multiprocessor embedded systems and parallel
programming; Discusses state-of-the-art resource management for embedded systems,
including Java’s real-time garbage collection and parallel collectors; Considers hardware
support for the execution of Java programs including how programs can interact with functional
accelerators; Includes coverage of Safety Critical Java for development of safety critical
embedded systems.
This book includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and
detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computing Sciences, Software
Engineering and Systems. The book presents selected papers from the conference
proceedings of the International Conference on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software
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Engineering (SCSS 2006). All aspects of the conference were managed on-line.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
Runtime Verification, RV 2016, held in Madrid, Spain, in September 2016. The 18 revised full
papers presented together with 4 short papers, 3 tool papers, 2 tool demonstration papers, and
5 tutorials, were carefully reviewed and selected from 72 submissions. The RV conference is
concerned with all aspects of monitoring and analysis of hardware, software and more general
system executions. Runtime verification techniques are lightweight techniques to assess
correctness, reliability, and robustness; these techniques are significantly more powerful and
versatile than conventional testing, and more practical than exhaustive formal verification.
Este libro presenta los desafíos planteados por las nuevas y sumamente poderosas
tecnologías de integración de sistemas electrónicos, que están en la base de los cambios
sociales hacia lo que llaman la Sociedad de la Información; en la que los dispositivos
electrónicos se harán una parte incorporada de la vida diaria, encajados en casi cada
producto. Es necesario un conocimiento cuidadoso de los desafíos para aprovechar la amplia
gama de ocasiones ofrecidas por tales capacidades de integración y las correspondientes
posibilidades de diseño de sistemas electrónicos.
This book constitutes the revised selected papers from the 13th International Conference on
Risks and Security of Internet and Systems, CRiSIS 2018, held in Arcachon, France, in
October 2018. The 12 full papers and 6 short papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 34 submissions. They cover diverse research themes that range
from classic topics, such as vulnerability analysis and classification; apps security; access
control and filtering; cloud security; cyber-insurance and cyber threat intelligence; humanPage 8/20
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centric security and trust; and risk analysis.

Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification and Validation5th
International Symposium, ISoLA 2012, Heraklion, Crete, Greece, October 15-18,
2012, Proceedings, Part ISpringer
This edited research monograph brings together contributions from computer
scientists, biologists, and engineers who are engaged with the study of evolution
and how it may be applied to solve real-world problems. It also serves as a
Festschrift dedicated to Erik D. Goodman, the founding director of the BEACON
Center for the Study of Evolution in Action, a pioneering NSF Science and
Technology Center headquartered at Michigan State University. The contributing
authors are leading experts associated with the center, and they serve in top
research and industrial establishments across the US and worldwide. Part I
summarizes the history of the BEACON Center, with refreshingly personal
chapters that describe Erik's working and leadership style, and others that
discuss the development and successes of the center in the context of research
funding, projects, and careers. The chapters in Part II deal with the evolution of
genomes and evolvability. The contributions in Part III discuss the evolution of
behavior and intelligence. Those in Part IV concentrate on the evolution of
communities and collective dynamics. The chapters in Part V discuss selected
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evolutionary computing applications in domains such as arts and science,
automated program repair, cybersecurity, mechatronics, and genomic prediction.
Part VI deals with evolution in the classroom, using creativity in research, and
responsible conduct in research training. The book concludes with a special
chapter from Erik Goodman, a short biography that concentrates on his personal
positive influences and experiences throughout his long career in academia and
industry.
Software engineering is widely recognized as one of the most exciting,
stimulating, and profitable research areas, with a significant practical impact on
the software industry. Thus, training future generations of software engineering
researchers and bridging the gap between academia and industry are vital to the
field. The International Summer School on Software Engineering (ISSSE), which
started in 2003, aims to contribute both to training future researchers and to
facilitating the exchange of knowledge between academia and industry. This
volume constitutes a collection of articles originating from tutorial lectures given
during the last three ISSSE summer schools, as well as a number of
contributions on some of the latest findings in the field of software engineering.
The book is organized in three parts on software requirements and design;
software testing and reverse engineering; and management.
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The October 1999 conference emphasized emerging applications such as ecommerce, and important societal issues such as software engineering licensing,
the future of software engineering education, and software manpower issues.
Twenty sessions separate 74 papers that cover software development
techniques, formal software engineering techniques, network engineering and
network security, web-based applications, information systems and information
retrieval. Topics include architectural evolution of legacy systems, validating
software specifications against user claims, a method for controlling errors in twoclass classification, tracking personal processes in group projects, and detecting
null pointer violations in Java programs. There are also 17 short papers from the
nine panel sessions on such topics as the future of software engineering
education. No subject index. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
From driverless cars to vehicular networks, recent technological advances are
being employed to increase road safety and improve driver satisfaction. As with
any newly developed technology, researchers must take care to address all
concerns, limitations, and dangers before widespread public adoption.
Transportation Systems and Engineering: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications addresses current trends in transportation technologies, such as
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smart cars, green technologies, and infrastructure development. This
multivolume book is a critical reference source for engineers, computer scientists,
transportation authorities, students, and practitioners in the field of transportation
systems management.
This volume contains the proceedings of the 2010 Runtime Veri?cation confence (RV 2010), which was held in St. Julians, Malta on November 1–4, 2010.
The conference program included a mix of invited talks and peer reviewed psentations, tutorials, and tool demonstrations. The 2010 Runtime Veri?cation
conference was a forum for researchers and industrial practitioners to present
theories and tools for monitoring and anal- ing
system(softwareandhardware)executions,aswell asa forumfor presenting
applications of such tools to practical problems. The ?eld of runtime veri?cation is
often referred to under di?erent names, including dynamic analysis, runtime
analysis, and runtime monitoring, to mention a few. Runtime veri?cation can be
applied during the development of a system for the purpose of program derstanding, debugging, and testing, or it can be applied as part of a running
system, for example for security or safety policy monitoring, and can furth- more
be part of a fault protection framework. A number of sub-?elds of runtime
veri?cation have emerged over time, such as speci?cation languages and logics
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for execution analysis, dynamic analysis algorithms, program instrumentation,
security monitoring, fault protection, speci?cation mining, and dynamic system
visualization. Runtime veri?cationhas strong connections to other ?elds of cputer science research, such as combinations of static and dynamic analysis,
aspect-oriented programming, and model-based testing. Runtime Veri?cation
events started with a workshop in 2001 and continued as an annual workshop
series through 2009.
Issues in Computer Programming / 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that
delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Computer
Simulation. The editors have built Issues in Computer Programming: 2013
Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the
information about Computer Simulation in this book to be deeper than what you
can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Computer Programming: 2013
Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts,
research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you
can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available
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at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 19th Brazilian Symposium on
Progamming Languages, SBLP 2015, held in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, in
September 2015. The 10 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. They deal with fundamental
principles and innovations in the design and implementation of programming
languages and systems.
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of two colocated events: the First
International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures (QoSA 2005) and the
Second International Workshop on Software Quality (SOQUA 2005) held in Erfurt, Germany, in
September 2005. The 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 48 submissions. For QoSA 2005 only 12 papers - of the 31 submitted - were accepted for
presentation; they are concerned with research and experiences that investigate the influence
a specific software architecture has on software quality aspects. The papers are organized in
topical sections on software architecture evaluation, formal approaches to model-driven QoShandling, modelling QoS in software architectures, software architectures applied, architectural
design for QoS, and model-driven software reliability estimation. The 6 papers accepted for
SOQUA 2005 - from 17 submissions - mainly focus on quality assurance and on software
testing. They are organized in topical sections on test case selection, model-based testing, unit
testing, and performance testing.
Includes articles in topic areas such as autonomic computing, operating system architectures,
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and open source software technologies and applications.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Real-Time and Embedded Systems and Applications, RTCSA 2003, held in
Tainan, Taiwan, in February 2003. The 28 revised full papers and 9 revised short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers are
organized in topical sections on scheduling, networking and communication, embedded
systems and environments, pervasive and ubiquitous computing, systems and architectures,
resource management, file systems and databases, performance analysis, and tools and
development.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 25th European Conference on ObjectOriented Programming, ECOOP 2011, held in Lancaster, UK, in July 2011. The 26 revised full
papers, presented together with three keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and selected
from a total of 100 submissions. The papers cover topics such as empirical studies, mining,
understanding, recommending, modularity, modelling and refactoring, aliasing and ownership;
as well as memory optimizations.
Going beyond the traditional field of robotics to include other mobile vehicles, this reference
and "recipe book" describes important theoretical concepts, techniques, and applications that
can be used to build truly mobile intelligent autonomous systems (MIAS). With the infusion of
neural networks, fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithm paradigms for MIAS, it blends modeling,
sensors, control, estimation, optimization, signal processing, and heuristic methods in MIAS
and robotics, and includes examples and applications throughout. Offering a comprehensive
view of important topics, it helps readers understand the subject from a system-theoretic and
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practical point of view.
New technology is always evolving and companies must have appropriate security for their
businesses to be able to keep up to date with the changes. With the rapid growth of the
internet and the world wide web, data and applications security will always be a key topic in
industry as well as in the public sector, and has implications for the whole of society. Data and
Applications Security covers issues related to security and privacy of information in a wide
range of applications, including: Electronic Commerce, XML and Web Security; Workflow
Security and Role-based Access Control; Distributed Objects and Component Security;
Inference Problem, Data Mining and Intrusion Detection; Language and SQL Security; Security
Architectures and Frameworks; Federated and Distributed Systems Security; Encryption,
Authentication and Security Policies. This book contains papers and panel discussions from
the Fourteenth Annual Working Conference on Database Security, which is part of the
Database Security: Status and Prospects conference series sponsored by the International
Federation for Information Processing (IFIP). The conference was held in Schoorl, The
Netherlands in August 2000.
Formal methods provide system designers with the possibility to analyze system models and
reason about them with mathematical precision and rigor. The use of formal methods is not
restricted to the early development phases of a system, though. The di?erent testing phases
can also bene?t from them to ease the p- duction and application of e?ective and e?cient tests.
Many still regard formal methods and testing as an odd combination. Formal methods
traditionally aim at verifying and proving correctness (a typical academic activity), while testing
shows only the presence of errors (this is what practitioners do). Nonetheless, there is an
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increasing interest in the use of formal methods in software testing. It is expected that formal
approaches are about to make a major impact on eme- ing testing technologies and practices.
Testing proves to be a good starting point for introducing formal methods in the software
development process. This volume contains the papers presented at the 3rd Workshop on
Formal Approaches to Testing of Software, FATES 2003, that was in a?liation with the
IEEE/ACM Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE 2003). This year, FATES
received 43 submissions. Each submission was reviewed by at least three independent
reviewers from the program committee with the help of - ditional reviewers. Based on their
evaluations, 18 papers submitted by authors from 13 di?erent countries were selected for
presentation at the workshop.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Second
International Conference on Runtime Verification, RV 2011, held in San Francisco, USA, in
September 2011. The 24 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers, 4
tutorials and 4 tool demonstrations were carefully reviewed and selected from 71 submissions.
The papers are organized in topical sections on parallelism and deadlocks, malware detection,
temporal constraints and concurrency bugs, sampling and specification conformance, realtime, software and hardware systems, memory transactions, tools; foundational techniques
and multi-valued approaches.

This book constitutes the proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Blockchain, ICBC 2020, held as part of SCF 2020, during September 18-20, 2020. The
conference was planned to take place in Honolulu, HI, USA and was changed to a
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virtual format due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 14 full paper and 1 short paper
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 26 submissions. They deal with
all topics regarding blockchain technologies, platforms, solutions and business models,
including new blockchain architecture, platform constructions, blockchain development
and blockchain services technologies as well as standards, and blockchain services
innovation lifecycle including enterprise modeling, business consulting, solution
creation, services orchestration, services optimization, services management, services
marketing, business process integration and management.
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of six international workshops held
as part of OTM 2003 in Catania, Sicily, Italy, in November 2003. The 80 revised full
workshop papers presented together with various abstracts and summaries were
carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 170 submissions. In accordance with the
workshops, the papers are organized in topical main sections on industrial issues,
human computer interface for the semantic Web and Web applications, Java
technologies for real-time and embedded systems, regulatory ontologies and the
modelling of complaint regulations, metadata for security, and reliable and secure
middleware.
This book gathers high-quality research papers presented at the Second International
Conference on Innovative Computing and Communication (ICICC 2019), which was
held at the VSB - Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic, on 21–22 March
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2019. Highlighting innovative papers by scientists, scholars, students, and industry
experts in the fields of computing and communication, the book promotes the
transformation of fundamental research into institutional and industrialized research,
and the translation of applied research into real-world applications.
Software engineering is understood as a broad term linking science, traditional enneering, art and management and is additionally conditioned by social and external
factors (conditioned to the point that brilliant engineering solutions based on strong
science, showing artistic creativity and skillfully managed can still fail for reasons
beyond the control of the development team). Modern software engineering needs a
paradigm shift commensurate with a change of the computing paradigm from: 1.
Algorithms to interactions (and from procedural to object-oriented programming) 2.
Systems development to systems integration 3.Products to services Traditional
software engineering struggles to address this paradigm shift to inter- tions, integration,
and services. It offers only incomplete and disconnected methods for building
information systems with fragmentary ability to dynamically accom- date change and to
grow gracefully. The principal objective of contemporary software engineering should
therefore be to try to redefine the entire discipline and offer a complete set of methods,
tools and techniques to address challenges ahead that will shape the information
systems of the future.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th European Symposium on
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Programming, ESOP 2003, held in Warsaw, Poland, in April 2003. The 25 revised full
papers presented together with two invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from 99 submissions. Among the topics addressed are programming paradigms and
their integration, program semantics, calculi of computation, security, advanced type
systems, program analysis, program transformation, and practical algorithms based on
theoretical developments.
Real-time and embedded systems are essential to our lives, from controlling car
engines and regulating traffic lights to monitoring plane takeoffs and landings to
providing up-to-the-minute stock quotes. Bringing together researchers from both
academia and industry, the Handbook of Real-Time and Embedded Systems provides
comprehensive covera
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